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Introductory note
This document consists of two guides: first one is about the FORTIKA Marketplace deployment, and
the second one which provides an overview of the FORTIKA Bundles’ cloud-counterparts deployment to the FORTIKA cloud.
The document is intended to be used by the administrators operating FORTIKA backend services.

1. The FORTIKA Back End Guide
This document consists of 2 sections:
•
•

FORTIKA (Marketplace) deploy scripts
FORTIKA bundles' cloud-counterparts deploy scripts

All these documentations reside on their respective FORTIKA's Gitlab repositories:
•
•

https://gitlab.fokus.fraunhofer.de/WP4-fortika-modules-components/marketplace-deploy
https://gitlab.fokus.fraunhofer.de/WP5-fortika-modules-components/components-deployment

This document should be used by the FORTIKA Marketplace administrator or the provider of the
cloud services running FORTIKA Backend services.
First section describes deployment of the complete FORTIKA Marketplace backend service that
are needed in order end-users provide, purchase and deploy FORTIKA bundles on their FORTIKA
Gateways devices.
The second section provides details on how to deploy FORTIKA Bundles' cloud counterparts to the
FORTIKA cloud infrastructure.

2. FORTIKA deploy scripts
Ansible scripts with Make wrapper for FORTIKA Marketplace deploy. The repository for the deploy scripts is here.

2.1

Requirements

Deploy is verified to work with the following versions of tools:
•
•
•

Vagrant: 2.0.3
Virtualbox: 5.2.10
Ansible: 2.5.1

2.2

Instructions

2.2.1 Make targets
•
•
•
•

create: creates a Vagrant VM
delete: deletes / destroys Vagrant VM
ssh: ssh access to Vagrant VM
provision: runs Ansible deploy scripts
June 2019
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2.2.2 DNS
2.2.2.1 If you're using UBUNTU 18.04 skip ahead to section Note for Ubuntu 18.04 early adopters

On your host machine, you will need a DNS service, instructions follow for dnsmasq on Ubuntu. In
terminal, run the following commands:
sudo apt-get install dnsmasq
sudo vim /etc/dnsmasq.conf

To the top of the file, add this line:
address=/.fortika.project.com/192.168.33.10

Then run
sudo service dnsmasq restart

2.2.3 Note for Ubuntu 18.04 early adopters
The new LTS version of Ubuntu stopped using dnsmasq as the default DNS resolver. To enable it
again, add the following line to the [main] section of /etc/NetworkManager/NetworkManager.conf file:
dns=dnsmasq

Next, remove the symlink /etc/resolv.conf:
sudo rm /etc/resolv.conf

Then, create a new symlink from NetworkManager:
sudo ln -s /var/run/NetworkManager/resolv.conf /etc/resolv.conf

Followed by
sudo systemctl restart NetworkManager

Instead of editing /etc/dnsmasq.conf, you now create a new file dnsmasq.conf in the directory
/etc/NetworkManager/dnsmasq.d/, where you add the line from the above section.
2.2.4 Docker registry
The deploy contains a docker registry instance,
docker-registry.fortika.project.com

Since we don't yet have HTTPS (for vagrant deploys), an additional config must be made to our
docker daemons to allow pushing and pulling images, we need to include this registry into the list
of insecure registries. First, open (or create if it doesn't exist) /etc/docker/daemon.json and add
(or append, if it already exists) the following line:
{

"insecure-registries" : ["docker-registry.fortika.project.com"]

}

And then restart docker:
June 2019
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sudo service docker restart
2.2.4.1 Test the registry

Use the following commands for testing the docker registry with example image hello-world:
$ docker pull hello-world
...
$ docker tag hello-world \
docker-registry.fortika.project.com/hello-world
$ docker push docker-registry.fortika.project.com/hello-world
The push refers to a repository [docker-registry.fortika.project.com/hello-world]
2b8cbd0846c5: Pushed
latest: digest: sha256:4530e863fec4da6e8860b83ddd19...

For uploading a bundle, use a bundle image instead of the example above.
2.2.5 Browsing, tagging and pushing images from Fortika frontend
Currently, the Fortika marketplace uses a module that talks directly with docker engine on your
host machine. Following is the required configuration of your local docker engine to allow this
functionality:
Docker's systemd service file needs to be altered, in order to open a tcp port to its Rest API and set a CORS
header. Open the service file, usually located in /etc/systemd/system/docker.service or /lib/systemd/system/docker.service, and copy over the following line, replacing the existing ExecStart directive:
ExecStart=/usr/bin/dockerd -H fd:// -H tcp://127.0.0.1:2376 --api-cors-header *

If the file is not at the given locations, try the command sudo locate docker.service to find it.
After that, reload the service configurations and restart docker:
sudo systemctl daemon-reload
sudo systemctl restart docker

2.2.6 Portainer
Portainer is a monitoring and administration tool for Docker, it accessible on (assuming vagrant
deploy) http://192.168.33.10:15672/.
2.2.7 RabbitMQ
RabbitMQ admin interface is on: http://192.168.33.10:15672/.
2.2.8 Keycloak
Keycloak's admin console is available on http://fortika.project.com/keycloak/auth, the precreated user and password is admin/admin. A Fortika user is also precreated, with the email admin@fortika.com and password admin.

June 2019
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Environments

The default environment is vagrant, which is used for deploying the Marketplace to local VMs for
development. Additional environments are vagrant-4node, which shows off the deploy scripts capability to provision a swarm cluster of any size just by the definition in the inventory file. The
other environments are used for deploying to XLAB's Openstack, and are for XLAB's internal use
only. Switching between environments is accomplished via env variables and/or arguments to the
make command.
export ENVIRONMENT=vagrant
export ENVIRONMENT=openstack #Openstack target
# or
ENVIRONMENT=... make ...

An environment is defined by adding a new directory to environments, create an inventory file
(for Ansible) and <dir_name>.mk, that contains at least 2 variables, SSH_PRIVATE_KEY and SSH_USER, meaning the ssh key which has access to the target VM (or VMs), and the username used to
connect. A provision-config.override.yml file can be optionally added, that changes deploy
variables for that specific environment.
2.3.1 How to build inventory file
Ansible uses the inventory file as a definition of the deploy environment and the roles it executes
on different hosts. Provided is a sample inventory file for a multi node deploy.
# hosts where
[docker]
192.168.33.10
192.168.33.11
192.168.33.12
192.168.33.13

docker has to be set up
public_ip=192.168.33.10
public_ip=192.168.33.11
public_ip=192.168.33.12
public_ip=192.168.33.13

# consul server host, only one device should be in this group
[dns-server]
192.168.33.11 public_ip=192.168.33.11
# hosts that require internal dns resolution (consul agent instances)
[dns-agent]
192.168.33.10 public_ip=192.168.33.10
192.168.33.12 public_ip=192.168.33.12
192.168.33.13 public_ip=192.168.33.13
# infrastructure host (DB, Rabbit), only one device should be in this group
[infrastructure]
192.168.33.11 public_ip=192.168.33.11
# device that initializes the swarm cluster, provisions and runs Portainer,
# only one device should be in this group
[swarm-master]
192.168.33.10 public_ip=192.168.33.10
# nodes that are swarm managers
[swarm-manager]
192.168.33.13 public_ip=192.168.33.13
June 2019
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# nodes that are swarm workers
[swarm-node]
192.168.33.12 public_ip=192.168.33.12
# swarm manager node where the service run commands are executed,
# only one device should be in this group
[swarm-commands]
192.168.33.10 public_ip=192.168.33.10

2.3.2 Overriding deploy target specific variables
The deployment scripts take care of automatically injecting proper variables for the internal configuration of the various services that comprise the Fortika Marketplace. Commonly, the only variables that need to be overriden are marketplace_domain, since certain services need to be aware
of the FQDN of the Marketplace, and marketplace_protocol, if the deployment uses SSL (note
that currently the deploy scripts assume an SSL termination proxy in front of the Marketplace).
For a complete list of overridable variables, you can browse the global variables file. Care must be
taken when overriding hashmap variables, for example service ports. Ansible by default simply
replaces the variable with what's provided in the override file, so, if you wish the change a service
port, you must either copy and paste the entire hashmap and change the port for the desired service, or force Ansible to merge the hashmaps via an environment variable or a config file, more information is available here: Ansible Configuration.
2.3.3 Generating a PDF with pandoc
On Ubuntu, the required packages for converting markdown files to PDF are pandoc and texlive.
Use the following command to generate a PDF from this README:
pandoc -s -o README.pdf --variable urlcolor=blue README.md

2.4

License

Copyright (c) 2017-2020, XLAB d.o.o. All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms is not permited without prior written permission.

3. FORTIKA bundles' cloud-counterparts deploy scripts
3.1

Requirements

Deploy is verified to work with the following versions of tools:
•
•
•

Vagrant: 2.0.3
Virtualbox: 5.2.10
Ansible: 2.5.1

3.2

Instructions

3.2.1 Make targets
•
•
•

create: creates a Vargant VM
delete: deletes / destroys Vagrant VM
ssh: ssh access to Vagrant VM
June 2019
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provision: runs Ansible deploy scripts

3.2.2 DNS
3.2.2.1 If you're using UBUNTU 18.04 skip ahead to section Note for Ubuntu 18.04 early adopters

On your host machine, you will need a DNS service, instructions follow for dnsmasq on Ubuntu. In
terminal, run the following commands:
sudo apt-get install dnsmasq
sudo vim /etc/dnsmasq.conf

To the top of the file, add this line:
address=/.component.fortika.local.com/192.168.31.10

Then run
sudo service dnsmasq restart

3.2.3 Note for Ubuntu 18.04 early adopters
The new LTS version of Ubuntu stopped using dnsmasq as the default DNS resolver. To enable it
again, add the following line to the [main] section of /etc/NetworkManager/NetworkManager.conf file:
dns=dnsmasq

Next, remove the symlink /etc/resolv.conf:
sudo rm /etc/resolv.conf

Then, create a new symlink from NetworkManager:
sudo ln -s /var/run/NetworkManager/resolv.conf /etc/resolv.conf

Followed by
sudo systemctl restart NetworkManager

Instead of editing /etc/dnsmasq.conf, you now create a new file dnsmasq.conf in the directory
/etc/NetworkManager/dnsmasq.d/, where you add the line from the above section.

3.3

Environments

Currently defined environments are vagrant and os-xlab. vagrant is used by default. os-xlab is
an environment used for deployment on FORTIKA cloud (OpenStack). When new environments
are defined, switching between them is accomplished via env variables and/or arguments to the
make command.
export ENVIRONMENT=vagrant
export ENVIRONMENT=os-xlab #Openstack target
# or
ENVIRONMENT=... make ...
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An environment is defined by adding a new directory to environments, create an inventory file
(for Ansible) and <dir_name>.mk, that contains at least 2 variables, SSH_PRIVATE_KEY and SSH_USER, meaning the ssh key which has access to the target VM (or VMs), and the username used to
connect. A provision-config.override.yml file can be optionally added, that changes deploy
variables for that specific environment.

3.4

Cloud deployment of the components

The deployment of cloud-parts of the bundles are available on this repository:
https://gitlab.fokus.fraunhofer.de/WP5-fortika-modules-components/components-deploy
ment

Components currently in the deployment:
•
•
•

abac-component residing on https://fortika-abac-component.xlab.si
he-component residing on https://fortika-he-component.xlab.si
sears-component residing on https://fortika-sears-component.xlab.si

3.4.1 Generating a PDF with pandoc
On Ubuntu, the required packages for converting markdown files to PDF are pandoc and texlive.
Use the following command to generate a PDF from this README:
pandoc -s -o README.pdf --variable urlcolor=blue README.md

3.5

License

Copyright (c) 2017-2020, XLAB d.o.o. All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source and binary forms is not permitted without prior written permission.
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